'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: U9-12

Date:

Learn To Train

Team:

Session Theme: Dribbling/Ball Control

Time:

Knock Off Square

THEME:
Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up as shown, 10x10yd square with ball in the middle, extra players waiting on
cones 5yd from inside square.

Click to insert session diagram

Split group into 4 teams. Each team can be a country or a pro team.
1 player plays at a time. Players have a ball each and start at their cone. When
coach says GO! players dribble as fast as they can around the outside of the
middle square back to their starting cone. When they get back to their cone,
players get one try to hit the ball off the middle cone with a pass. Team that
knocks the ball off gets a point.

- ball control
- speed
- accuracy
- part of foot/ball

Variations
- other direction
- one foot only
- play ball to inside of square but run around the outside of the square at each
corner
- different dribbling techniques
Be creative!

THEME:

Dribbling Gates

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up gates in a 20x20 yards area.

- ball control
- use both feet/different parts of the
foot
- head up/awareness
- change of speed/direction
- keep ball close

Each player has a ball. Players are given 1 minute to get
through as many gates as possible. Player who gets
through the most gates gets 1pt. Play several rounds.

Click to insert session diagram

Variations:
- go through alternating coloured gates
- dribble through gate, turn and go back through same
gate to count it
- perform a move before going through the gate
- left/right foot only
- first player to get through all the gates first gets 1 point

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Knockout

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Each player with a ball. Players dribble around
inside the area, when the coach calls "go"
players have to keep control of their ball and
attempt to knock other players' balls outside
of the area with their foot. If a player's ball
goes outside of the area they have to run
collect their ball and perform 20 toe taps.

- agility, balance, coordination
- change of speed/direction
- ball control
- shielding
- awareness

Change the task to perform to return to game
- keep ups, physical literacy etc.

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Speed Activity

Organization:

Coaching Points:

20x20 yd grid with two balls set on cones 10yds apart at one end
of the grid.
At the opposite end two cones are set approx 6-7 yds apart
(adjust to players' abilities, or to make it easier/harder for
defender)
Green team lines up with a ball to the side of the first cone.
White team, the attackers, line up 3-4 yds behind the line of cones
Green player dribbles the ball between the cones and stops the
ball for white player, then springs around far cone before chasing
white player.
White player takes the stopped ball and runs with the ball to
penetrate the 4yd end zone, to shoot and knock a ball off the
cone.
Progression: Shot must be before the end zone.

- Quality of first touch
- Bold first touch to get ball out of
your feet
- dribble with laces
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